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Policy-based Data Management 
•  Decide the required management policies based on the 
purpose for assembling the digital library  
•  Social consensus by the persons assembling the digital 
library 
•  Turn management policies into computer actionable rules 
•  Required to automate policy enforcement 
•  Turn management processes into remotely executable 
computer procedures 
•  Can apply a workflow at the storage system to filter, subset, 
manipulate data 
•  Minimize the amount of data pulled over the network 
•  Automate administrative tasks 
Data Management Challenges 
•  Evolution of digital library from text-based collections to scientific 
data collections 
•  What are the challenges of publishing scientific data? 
•  Data driven research requires the import of massive data 
collections 
•  Data sources are remote and distributed 
•  Collaborators are remote 
•  Applications generate millions of files 
•  Discovery requires the addition of descriptive metadata 
•  Logical arrangement is needed for distributed data 
•  Long-term retention requires migration of output into a reference 
collection 
•  Automation of administrative functions is essential to minimize long-
term labor support costs 
•  Representation information is needed to describe the files 
•  Need to validate assessment criteria (authenticity, integrity) 
Policies 
•  Administrative 
•  Retention, disposition, distribution, replication, deletion, 
registration, synchronization, integrity checks, IRB approval 
flags, addition of users, addition of resources  
•  Ingestion / Access 
•  Metadata extraction, logical organization, derived data 
product generation, redaction, time-dependent access 
controls  
•  Validation 
•  Authenticity checks, chain of custody, repository 
trustworthiness, parsing of audit trails 
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Have collaborators at multiple sites, each with 
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User Interfaces 
•  C library calls    - Application level 
•  Unix shell commands   - Scripting languages 
•  Java I/O class library (JARGON)  - Web services 
•  SAGA     - Grid API 
•  Web browser (Java-python)  - Web interface 
•  Windows browser    - Windows interface 
•  WebDAV     - iPhone interface 
•  Fedora digital library middleware - Digital library middleware 
•  Dspace digital library   - Digital library services 
•  Parrot     - Unification interface 
•  Kepler workflow    - Grid workflow 
•  Fuse user-level file system  - Unix file system 
Map from the actions 
requested by the access 
method to a standard 
set of micro-services. 
Map the standard 
micro-services to 
standard operations.  
Map the operations to 
the protocol supported 
by the operating 
system. 

iRODS Server #2 
Rule Engine 
Rule Base 
• Data request goes to iRODS Server #1 
iRODS Server #1 
Rule Engine 
Rule Base Metadata Catalog 
DB 
• Server looks up information in catalog 
• Catalog tells which iRODS server has data 
• 1st server asks 2nd for data 
• The 2nd iRODS server applies rules 
• User asks for data 
1.  Shared collection assembled from data distributed 
across remote storage locations 
2.  Server-side workflow environment in which 
procedures are executed at remote storage 
locations 
3.  Policy enforcement engine, with computer 
actionable rules applied at the remote storage 
locations 
4.  Validation environment for assessment criteria 
5.  Consensus building system for establishing a 
collaboration (policies, data formats, semantics, 
shared collection) 
iRODS Rules 
•  Syntax 
•  Event | Condition | Action chain | Recovery chain 
•  Event 
•  One of 60+ locations within iRODS where policy is enforced 
•  Condition 
•  Tests on any attribute 
•  Session variables - information about current state 
•  Persistent variables - information saved after session 
•  Action Chain 
•  Workflow composed from micro-services, rules 
•  Recovery Chain 
•  Workflow to return state to known condition 
Displaying iRODS Information 
•  Rules     irule -vF showcore.ir 
•  Session variables   irule -vF showDVM.ir 
•  Micro-services   irule -vF listMS.ir 
•  Persistent variables   iquest attrs 
•  icommands    ihelp 
•  Clients 
•  Webdav  https://iren.renci.org/renci/home/rods 
•  Browser  https://www.irods.org/web/index.php 
•  icommands  iinit 
Applications 
•  Data grids     - sharing data 
•  Digital libraries    - publishing data 
•  Persistent archives      - preserving data 
•  Processing pipelines    - analyzing data 
•  Real-time data management  - federation 
•  Integrated workflows   - server / client 
•  Switch applications by switching management 
policies and procedures 
Scale 
•  Tens of files to hundreds of millions of 
files 
•  Megabytes to petabytes of data 
•  Hundreds of metadata attributes 
•  Hundreds of collaborators 
•  Tens to hundreds of policies 
•  Distributed internationally 
•  Federations of tens of data grids 
•  Thousands to tens of thousands of users 
Use Cases (1) 
•  Carolina Digital Repository 
•  Support digital reference collections at UNC 
•  Integration of: 
•  CDR portal 
•  Fedora digital library middleware 
•  iRODS data grid 
•  Storage - disk cache and tape archive 
•  Initial collection imported this quarter 
•  IMLS project (PoDRI) 
•  Integrate policy and bulk metadata 
exchange between Fedora and iRODS  
Use Cases (2) 
•  TUCASI data Infrastructure Project - 
TIP 
•  Next generation data initiative 
•  Initial investigation and deployment of a 
federated, inter-institutional cyberinfrastruture 
(cloud) 
•  Each institution implements an institutional 
repository 
•  Federate repositories using data grid technology 
•  Collaboration between Duke, UNC, NC State and 
RENCI / DICE Center 
•  Initial data collection is classroom video 
•  Echo360, Elluminate, … 
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Deployment of a federated inter‐insKtuKonal data 
cyberinfrastructure (or cloud) 
•  RENCI Data Grid (per Ray Idaszak) 
•  Build collaboration space for visualization 
•  Use existing RENCI Virtual Organization nodes (i.e. 
videoconferencing nodes, aka Dell PC w. Windows) 
•  Added 1.5TB Seagate drives 
•  Repurpose Dell PCs 
•  Demonstrate data grid that manages a collection 
of visualization data files distributed across: 
•  Seven engagement sites 
•  Use iRODS policies to automate replication of 
data to Europa Center Data Direct cache 
•  Initial collection of ortho-photos of North Carolina 
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•  NSF Temporal Dynamics of Learning Center 
•  Support collaborative research across multiple institutions 
•  Human subject data 
•  Animal subject data 
•  Use iRODS rules to enforce Institutional Research Board 
approval flags for data access 
•  Manage approval flags in a separate database 
•  Periodically synchronize data grid access controls with 
permissions 
•  Build templates to describe required metadata for the 
registered files 
•  Use iRODS rule to verify compliance of metadata associated 
with each file with the template 
ScienKst A 
Adds data to 
Shared CollecFon 
Learning scienKsts can use iRODS as a “data grid” to share mulKple types of data, 
near and far. iRODS Rules enforce and audit human subjects access restricKons.   
Sharing Data in iRODS Data System 
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Accesses and 
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Data 
•  NARA Transcontinental Persistent Archive Prototype 
•  Preserve selected NARA digital holdings 
•  State Department communiques 
•  Crawls of government web sites 
•  Census data 
•  E-mail from White House 
•  Implement preservation environment 
•  Enforce authenticity, chain of custody, integrity, 
trustworthiness 
•  Implement assessment criteria to validate required 
properties 
•  Test at scale 
•  Constructing a 100 million record collection 
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To Manage Long-term Preservation 
•  Define desired preservation properties 
•  Authenticity / Integrity / Chain of Custody / Original 
arrangement 
•  Life Cycle Data Requirements Guide 
•  Implement preservation processes 
•  Appraisal / accession / arrangement / description / 
preservation / access 
•  Manage preservation environment 
•  Minimize risk of data loss 
•  Validate assessment criteria to verify preservation 
properties 
•  Analyze audit trails to track actual operations on records 
•  Migrate to new technologies to minimize cost 
Assessment Criteria 
•  Preservation community is developing a 
standard 
•  RLG/NARA trustworthiness criteria 
•  Trusted Repository Audit Checklist 
•  ISO Mission Operation Information Management 
System - repository assessment criteria 
•  Turn assessment criteria into computer 
actionable rules 
•  Identified 52 rules 
•  Implement rules through 20 data management 
functions 


Minimal Digital Library Functions 
•  Socialization of collections 
•  Building a consensus on management policies for the 
shared collection 
•  Defining federation policies for sharing data between 
data grids / institutions 
•  Translating policies into computer actionable 
rules 
•  Each digital library has unique policies 
•  Translating assessment criteria into computer 
executable procedures 
•  Procedures tend to be specific to data formats  
More Information 
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Policy-Based Data Management 
Premise 
  A collaboration is being started 
  The group wants to share data sets 
appropriate for their goals  
  Research, business, federal 
  The data are distributed across multiple 
storage resources 
  Can the effort required to share data 
be minimized? 
  Data grid 
Data are Inherently Distributed 
•  Distributed sources 
•  Projects span multiple institutions 
•  Distributed analysis platforms 
•  Grid computing 
•  Distributed data storage 
•  Minimize risk of data loss, optimize access  
•  Distributed users 
•  Caching of data near user 
•  Multiple stages of data life cycle 
•  Data repurposing for use in broader context 
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Demonstrations 
•  iRODS data grid technology in use at: 
•  RENCI / RENCI_VO / NARA TPAP / Odum 
•  UNC / Carolina Digital Repository / DCAPE 
•  UCSD / TACC 
•  University of Liverpool 
•  Projects participating in demonstration include: 
•  NARA Transcontinental Persistent Archive Prototype 
•  Odum Institute for Social Sciences 
•  Renaissance Computing Institute - NSF MotifNetwork 
•  RENCI-VO visualization network 
•  Texas Advanced Computing Center 
•  NSF Temporal Dynamics of Learning Center 
•  UNC Institute for the Environment - EPA air quality data 
•  SHAMAN EU preservation 
•  EnginFrame - iRODS portal 
User 
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Implications 
•  Virtualization mechanisms are needed to 
implement a shared collection that spans 
administrative domains 
•  Associate name spaces with the shared collection 
that will make it possible to manage and preserve 
properties of the collection 
•  Assert that the shared collection can be managed to 
meet the driving purpose for the collaboration 
•  Map from the driving purpose to management policies 
•  Map from policies to the enforcement procedures 
•  Manage persistent state information, audit trails 
•  Query state information to verify assessment criteria 
Logical Name Spaces 
Storage Repository 
•   Storage location 
•   User name 
•   File name 
•   File context (creation date,…) 
•   Access constraints 
Data Grid 
•   Logical resource name space 
•   Logical user name space 
•   Logical file name space 
•   Logical context (metadata) 
•   Access controls 
Institution Repository 
Data Access Methods (C library, Unix shell, Java, Fedora) 
Community controls the name spaces 
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Assertion - Socialization of Collections 
•  The driving purpose for the shared 
collection defines the policies that will 
govern: 
•  Ingestion of material into the collection 
•  Required descriptive metadata, data format 
•  Retention, disposition, distribution, access 
•  A social consensus is required across the 
collaboration members for agreement on 
the policies 
•  The policies will evolve over time: 
•  Broader user community 
•  New data types 
•  New semantics 
Generic Data Management Systems 
Map from the actions 
requested by the access 
method to a standard 
set of micro-services. 
Map the standard 
micro-services to 
standard operations.  
Map the operations to 
the protocol supported 
by the operating 
system. 
User Interfaces 
•  C library calls    - Application level 
•  Unix shell commands   - Scripting languages 
•  Java I/O class library (JARGON)  - Web services 
•  SAGA     - Grid API 
•  Web browser (Java-python)  - Web interface 
•  Windows browser    - Windows interface 
•  WebDAV     - iPhone interface 
•  Fedora digital library middleware - Digital library middleware 
•  Dspace digital library   - Digital library services 
•  Parrot     - Unification interface 
•  Kepler workflow    - Grid workflow 
•  Fuse user-level file system  - Unix file system 
iRODS Implementation 
•  Clients 
•  Decouple clients from storage system 
•  Client actions are mapped to policy enforcement 
points (hooks) within iRODS 
•  Get, put, move, replicate, ingest metadata, …  
•  First enforceable policy is applied 
•  Versions of policy dependent upon collection, user 
group, storage system file type, … 
•  Policy executes a workflow 
•  Workflow composed from micro-services 
•  Structured information passed through in-memory 
structures, or serialized for message passing 
•  State information is stored in a metadata catalog 
•  Query state information to validate properties  
Scale of iRODS Data Grid 
•  Number of files 
•  Tens of files to hundreds of millions of files 
•  Size of data 
•  Megabytes to petabytes of data 
•  Number of policy enforcement points 
•  64 actions define when policies are checked  
•  System state information 
•  112 metadata attributes for system information per file 
•  Number of functions 
•  185 composable micro-services 
•  Number of storage systems that are linked 
•  Tens to a hundred storage resources 
•  Number of data grids 
•  Federation of tens of data grids 
Goal - Generic Infrastructure 
•  Manage all stages of the data life cycle 
•  Data organization 
•  Data processing pipelines 
•  Collection creation 
•  Data sharing 
•  Data publication 
•  Data preservation 
•  Create reference collection against which 
future information and knowledge is 
compared 
•  Each stage uses similar storage, arrangement, 
description, and access mechanisms 
Management Policies 
•  Assert different data life cycle stages are 
driven by extensions to management policies 
to address a broader user community 
•  Data arrangement   Project policies 
•  Data analysis           Processing pipeline standards 
•  Data sharing   Research collaborations 
•  Data publication   Discipline standards 
•  Data preservation    Reference collection 
•  Reference collections need to be interpretable 
by future generations - most stringent 
standard 
•  Data grids - integrated Rule Oriented Data System 
Displaying iRODS Information 
•  Rules     irule -vF showcore.ir 
•  Session variables   irule -vF showDVM.ir 
•  Micro-services    irule -vF listMS.ir 
•  Persistent variables   iquest attrs 
•  icommands    ihelp 
•  Clients 
•  Webdav https://iren.renci.org/renci/home/rods 
•  Browser  https://www.irods.org/web/index.php 
•  icommands  iinit 
Differentiating Workflows 
•  iRODS data grid workflows 
•  Low-complexity, a small number of 
operations compared to the number of bytes 
in the file 
•  Server-side workflows 
•  Data sub-setting, filtering, metadata 
extraction 
•  Grid workflows 
•  High-complexity, a large number of 
operations compared to the number of bytes 
in the file 
•  Client-side workflows 
•  Computer simulations, pixel re-projection 
MotifNetwork Protein Analysis  
•  MotifNet wraps iRODS API as Taverna sub-workflows 
•  10 sub-workflows are defined  
•  Data created by MotifNetwork workflows is stored in an iRODS 
collection 
•  A new collection is defined for each experiment 
•  Example: IPRscan output files are stored in iRODS 
•  The output contains 34,966 sequences that are split into 1,166 chunks each 
stored as an iRODS file 
•  Data needed by other workflows are accessed from the iRODS 
collection 
•  Example: The Mus_musculus genome analysis experiment  
•  Reads IPRscan workflow output and writes results back into iRODS 
•  Users view the result files using iRODS Web Client 
•  Improved research turnaround by factor of 10. 
•  (Jeffrey Tilson - RENCI) 
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MotifNetwork Protein Analysis 
•  Integration of Taverna workflow with iRODS data grid to 
organize proteins into their constituent domains 
NSF  
CDI-II grant 
0835651, 
RENCI,  
UIUC,  
NCSA 
iRODSiget 
iRODSiput 
iRODSmkdir 
iRODcd 
iRODls 
iRODrepl 
iRODSiexit 
iRODS Rules 
•  Server-side workflows 
    Action | condition | workflow chain | recovery chain 
•  Condition - test on any attribute: 
•  Collection, file name, storage system, file type, user group, 
elapsed time, IRB approval flag, descriptive metadata 
•  Workflow chain: 
•  Micro-services / rules that are executed at the storage 
system 
•  Recovery chain: 
•  Micro-services / rules that are used to recover from errors 
Micro-services 
•  Function snippets – perform a small, well-defined 
operation/semantics, e.g. 
•  computeChecksum 
•  replicateFile 
•  integrityCheckGivenCollection 
•  zoomImage 
•  getSDSSImageCutOut 
•  searchPubMed 
•  Chained to implement iRODS Rules (workflows) 
•  Invoked by the distributed iRODS Rule Engine  
•  Currently C functions, Python scripts; Java in 
development 
•  Able to execute remote Web-services 
•  Functional decomposition of client actions 
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State Information 
•  The execution of each micro-service 
generates state information that is 
stored in the iCAT metadata catalog 
•  Example - the mapping from logical file 
name to physical file location 
•  Example - the value of a checksum 
•  The state information can be queried. 
•  Can verify value of state information against 
expected value as an assessment criterion 
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Odum Institute Digital Archive 
•  Odum is the oldest institute at UNC-CH, 
founded in 1924 
•  Mission: Teaching, research, social science services 
•  Uses the DataVerse Network (DVN) 
•  Open source platform 
•  OAI-PMH-compliant using DDI metadata 
•  Federated repositories  
•  Preservation by back up and replication. 
•  The Odum Institute has  
•  7 Dataverse Networks 
•  24,299 studies 
•  614,887 files 
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Odum Metadata/Object Ingest & Extraction Project 
•  Replicate Odum social science data into an iRODS 
data grid to automate policy enforcement 
•  OAI-PMH - Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata 
Harvesting 
•  XML information syntax 
•  Extract metadata from DataVerse for loading into iRODS 
•  Maintain the Terms & Conditions (i.e., access 
controls, rights and privacy issues) of the social 
science data 
•  Terms & Conditions ingested into iCAT  
•  Full bibliographic metadata file w/T&C loaded into iRODS 
•  Objects ingested via license agreement as they are 
harvested 
•  Access to restricted files limited @group level within 
iRODS 
Automate ingestion procedure 
(1.0) Harvest Odum DDI descriptive  
        metadata from Odum DVN 
(2.0) Bulk load DDI metadata into iCAT 
(2.1) XML file loaded using an iRODS  
        micro-service 
(3.0) Retrieve objects via HTTP interface to  
        DVN (“click-through agreement”) 
(3.1) ingest objects into iRODS 
(4.0) Validate the metadata ingest via an  
         iRODS micro-service 
(5.0) Validate the metadata & object ingest  
        process via an iRODS micro-service   
Integration of Odum DVN with iRODS Data Grid 
iRODS Rule 
==== parseDDI.ir ==== 
Format DDI and extract metadata|| 
      msiXsltApply(*xsltObjPath, *ddiObjPath, *BUF)##    (XSLT transformaCon) 
      msiDataObjCreate(*xmlObjPath,null,*DEST_FD)##    (Create XML ﬁle) 
      msiDataObjWrite(*DEST_FD,*BUF,*WriMen)##    (Write XML ﬁle) 
      msiDataObjClose(*DEST_FD,*junk)##      (Close XML ﬁle) 
      msiLoadMetadataFromXml(*ddiObjPath, *xmlObjPath)|nop  (Load into iCAT) 
Input parameters 
*ddiObjPath=$1%     Example: /odum/home/rods/1902.29/H‐339/ddi.xml 
*xmlObjPath=$2%     Example: /odum/home/rods/1902.29/H‐339/AVUs.xml 
*xsltObjPath=/odum/home/rods/prototype/formatDDI.xsl 
Output parameters 
ruleExecOut 
Create XML file and Bulk Load Metadata 
Data Grid Security 
•  Manage name spaces for:  
•  {users, files, storage} 
•  Assign access controls as constraints imposed 
between two logical name spaces 
•  Access controls remain invariant as files are moved 
within the data grid 
•  Controls on: Files / Storage systems / Metadata 
•  Authenticate each user access 
•  PKI, Kerberos, challenge-response, Shibboleth 
•  Use internal or external identity management system 
•  Authorize all operations 
•  ACLs on users and groups 
•  Separate condition for execution of each rule 
•  Internal approval flags (IRB) within a rule 
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iRODS Distributed Data Management 
Assessment Criteria 
•  Preservation community is developing a 
standard 
•  RLG/NARA trustworthiness criteria 
•  Trusted Repository Audit Checklist 
•  ISO Mission Operation Information Management 
System - repository assessment criteria 
•  Turn assessment criteria into computer 
actionable rules 
•  Identified 52 rules 
•  Implement rules through 20 data management 
functions 


Minimal Digital Library Functions 
Community Driven Development  
iRODS Version 2.2 
•  Released on Oct 1, 2009 under BSD open 
source license 
•  HPSS driver  (TACC) 
•  Amazon S3 resource  (OOI) 
•  Universal Mass Storage System Driver  (IN2P3) 
•  Set resource “down”  (IN2P3) 
•  iCAT performance  (SLAC) 
•  Multiple GSI certificates per user  (ARCS) 
•  File bundling improvements  (UK) 
•  19 bug fixes 
Development Team 
•  DICE team 
•  Arcot Rajasekar - iRODS development lead  
•  Mike Wan - iRODS chief architect 
•  Wayne Schroeder - iRODS developer 
•  Bing Zhu - Fedora, Windows 
•  Lucas Gilbert - Java (Jargon), DSpace 
•  Paul Tooby - documentation, foundation 
•  Sheau-Yen Chen - data grid administration 
•  Preservation  
•  Richard Marciano - Preservation development lead 
•  Chien-Yi Hou - preservation micro-services 
•  Antoine de Torcy - preservation micro-services 
Foundation 
•  Data Intensive Cyber-environments 
•  Non-profit open source software development 
•  Promote use of iRODS technology 
•  Support standards efforts 
•  Coordinate international development efforts 
•  IN2P3 - quota and monitoring system 
•  King’s College London - Shibboleth 
•  Australian Research Collaboration Services - 
WebDAV 
•  Academia Sinica - SRM interface 
 iRODS is a "coordinated NSF/OCI-Nat'l Archives research 
activity" under the auspices of the President's NITRD 
Program and is identified as among the priorities underlying 
the President's 2009 Budget Supplement in the area of 
Human and Computer Interaction Information Management 
technology research 
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NSF OCI-0848296 “NARA Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype” 
NSF SDCI-0721400 “Data Grids for Community Driven Applications” 
Tracing the Data Life Cycle 
• Collection Creation using a data grid: 
• Data manipulation / Data ingestion 
• Processing Pipelines: 
• Workflow automation / Environment administration 
• Data Grid: 
• Policy display / Micro-service display / State information display / 
Replication 
• Digital Library 
• Access / Containers / Metadata browsing / Visualization 
• Preservation Environment 
• Validation / Audit / Federation / Deep Archive / SHAMAN 
iRODS Administration 
•  To implement a data grid, must define storage 
resources, identify users, and set initial policies 
•  Management controlled by data grid 
administrator 
•  Add, modify, delete users 
•  Add, modify, delete user groups 
•  Add, modify, delete resources 
•  Add, modify, delete resource groups 
•  Add, modify, delete data grid parameters (tokens for 
user type, resource type, …) 
•  Add, modify, delete federations with other data grids 
•  Dynamically change the data grid environment 
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Tracing the Data Life Cycle 
• Collection Creation using a data grid: 
• Data manipulation / Data ingestion 
• Processing Pipelines: 
• Pipeline processing / Environment administration 
• Data Grid: 
• Policy display / Micro-service display / State information display / 
Replication 
• Digital Library 
• Access / Containers / Metadata browsing / Visualization 
• Preservation Environment 
• Validation / Audit / Federation / Deep Archive / SHAMAN 
Policy Enforcement in iRODS  
•  Policies: Express community goals for retention, disposition, 
distribution, replication, access, ingestion, long-term preservation  
Management policy enforcement 
•  Run a particular workflow when a “set of files” is ingested into a collection (e.g. 
make thumbnails of images, post to website). 
•  Automatically replicate a file added to a collection into geographically distributed 
sites. 
•  Automatically extract metadata for a file based on format and store in metadata 
catalog. 
Administrative policy automation 
•  Check integrity of files in a Collection and repair/replace if needed.  
•  Apply retention and disposition procedures 
Periodic assessment criteria validation 
•  Parse audit trails to verify access compliance over time 
•  Verify presence of required descriptive metadata 
•  Verify retention and disposition policies were applied 
•  Policies are checked at selected points within the iRODS framework 
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NSF Science of Learning Centers 
•  Promote collaborative research within each 
center 
•  NSF Program Director, Soo-Siang Lim 
•  Human Subject Information requiring Institutional 
Research Board approval 
•  Promote collaboration between centers 
•  Federate independent data grids 
•  Approach: 
•  Administrative database managing approvals 
•  Data grid for sharing data between collaborating 
institutions 
•  Mechanism to translate approval policies into access 
controls within the data grid 
Temporal Dynamics of Learning Data Grid
A Cognitive Science Data Collaboration Environment
Based on the iRODS integrated Rule-Oriented Data System
UCSD
Vanderbilt
Rutgers Brown
Enable creation of 
shared collections from 
data distributed across 
multiple sites
Enable enforcement of 
IRB data sharing data 
distribution, and data 
access policies 
Initial data grid provides 25 Terabytes of storage for cognitive science data 
sets.  Funded by NSF supplement to ITR 0427196, “Constraint-based 
Knowledge Systems for Grids, Digital Libraries, and Persistent Archives”.
Collections in iRODS 
Collections are hierarchical organization structures 
that pull together multiple, distributed digital 
objects under one “logical naming scheme” 
Publication policies encode actions enforced when a 
digital object is “dropped” into a collection. 
Presentation policies enforce manipulation, access & 
display policies of objects in a collection 
Preservation policies enforce long-term curatorial 
management & technological obsolescence policies 
for a collection 
Publication Policies: Examples 
•  What resource pools to use when storing an object in a 
collection? 
•   can differ based on size, type, user, metadata 
•  How many replicas are needed? how are they 
distributed?  
•  by location, resource-type, vendor, … 
•  What metadata needs to be extracted; how to do the 
extraction 
•  Local, remote, immediate, deferred 
•  Who needs to be notified? How? 
•  Email, twitter, Xmessage, … 
•  What pre-publication processing needs to be done? 
•  Anonymization, integrity check,  format conversion,… 
Presentation Policies: Example 
•  What metadata schemata are needed for context-
sensitive discovery? 
•  Dublin Core, DICOM, FITS, Darwin Core, METS, … 
•  Who can access data? What can they access? 
•  Group/Role-based access, Redaction, Low Resolution, … 
•  How to transfer the data? What is the best copy? 
•  Parallel streams, in bulk, staged, encrypted,… 
•  What pre-transfer checks are needed? 
•  Multiple access control (IRB), integrity checks, auditing,… 
•  What pre-transfer conversion are needed? 
•  Type conversion, web-services, filtering, workflow,… 
•  What additional material to show? 
•  Associated digital objects, metadata, URLs, … 
Preservation Policies: Examples 
•  What collections, sub-collections to preserve? 
•  Preservation flags, Disposition flags 
•  How long to preserve? 
•  When to dispose?  (no hard-coded dates) 
•  How to dispose? (tape: off-line, destroy all copies,…) 
•  How to mitigate Technological Obsolescence ? 
•  Migrate hardware, migrate formats, migrate apps, … 
•  Types of preservation 
•  Light-dark archive, multi-federation, LOCKSS, … 
•  Archival Information Package Details 
•  What is in it? Is the context preserved? 
•  How to repurpose an AIP? 
•  Who can curate? Hand-over policies 
•  Policies implemented as computer actionable 
rules  
•  Rules control the execution of procedures 
•  Rule types - Atomic (immediate), Deferred, Periodic 
•  Procedures implemented as remotely 
executable workflows 
•  Workflows implemented by chaining micro-services 
together, providing recovery procedures to handle 
failures 
•  Each workflow defined by:  
•  Event, Condition, Action chains (micro-services, other 
Rules), Recovery chains 
Rule for setting replication policy for ‘nsfdemo’ 
collection: 
acPostPutNsfDemo1r2 { 
    ON  ($dataSize < 1000) { 
        msiDataObjRepl($objPath,demoResc2,*Status); 
    } 
    OR { 
       delayExec(“<PLUSET>1m</PLUSET>”)   {   
          msiDataObjRepl($objPath,demoResc2 ,*Status); 
       } 
    } 
} 
Sample Rules: 
One minute from now 
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MetaData Querying: 
•  Extraction of Attribute-Value-Unit (AVU) 
      Metadata from Files 
•  Html Information 
•  Querying of AVU Metadata 
•  Flexible Metadata Querying: iquest 
•  Similar to SQL 
•  The whole iCAT database is viewed as one 
table (universal table view). 
•  Converts user queries into internal iCAT 
queries and formats the output as needed. 
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Sample Command: 
•  iquest   format   Pseudo-SQL 
•  Example: Administrative Query: 
            Count files in a resource by user. 
   iquest   
   "User %-6.6s stores %6.6s files in Resource  %-12.12s"  
  "select  DATA_OWNER_NAME,   
              count(DATA_NAME),  
              RESC_NAME   
    where COLL_NAME like '/tempZone/home/rods%‘   " 
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Remote Execution in iRODS: 
•  Web Services Invocation 
•  Wraps web-services as micro-services 
•  Can chain web-services  
•  We demonstrate by chaining two web-services 
•  NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database for lookup of sky coordinates of 
a given object 
•  SDSS Image Cut Out service which takes the coordinates and 
returns an image of the area 
•  Remote Execution of Micro-services 
•  Invoke a micro-service which invokes another one in a 
remote host. 
•  Shows the distributed rule-engine capability 
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Web Services Chaining 
msiObjByName 
msiSdssImgCutout 
storeBuffer 
NED 
WebService 
SDSS 
ImageCutOut 
WebService 
User 
input 
Remote Rule Execution 
Server 1 Server 2 Server 3 Server 4 
R 
After T1 
After T2 
Every T3 
Data Grid Federation 
•  Motivation 
•  Improve performance, scalability, and independence 
•  To initiate the federation, each data grid administrator 
establishes trust and creates a remote user 
•  iadmin mkzone B remote Host:Port 
•  iadmin mkuser rods#B rodsuser 
•  Use cases 
•  Chained data grids  - NOAO 
•  Master-slave data grids  - NIH BIRN 
•  Central archive  - UK e-Science 
•  Deep archive  - NARA TPAP 
•  Replication  - NSF Teragrid 
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Federated 
irodsUser 
 (use iRODS clients) 
Federated irodsUsers can upload, download,  
 replicate, copy, share data, manage & track access, in either zone.  
Accessing Data in Federated iRODS 
“Gets data to user.” 
“with access 
permissions” 
“Finds the data.” 
iRODS/ICAT system at  
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
( renci zone) 
Two federated iRODS data grids 
iRODS/ICAT system at 
University of Texas  
at Austin  
(tacc zone) 
Federation of RENCI and TACC 
•  A copy of DPOSS fullPlate Data, stored in renci zone, has been copied to the 
tacc zone using 'icp'  or 'irsync'  after permission has been setup for the users 
at tacc. 
•  [irods@iren bin]$ ./ils -l /renci/home/DPOSS/fullPlateData | more 
•  /renci/home/DPOSS/fullPlateData: 
•    DPOSS             0 renci-vault3           1109404800 2009-06-12.13:23 & f002.fits 
•    DPOSS             0 renci-vault3           1109404800 2009-06-12.13:24 & f004.fits 
•    DPOSS             0 renci-vault3           1109404800 2009-06-12.13:24 & f005.fits 
•  .. 
•  [irods@iren bin]$ ./ils -l /tacc/Collections/DPOSS/fullPlateData | more 
•  /tacc/Collections/DPOSS/fullPlateData: 
•    ctjordan          0 corral                 1109404800 2009-06-20.10:15 & f002.fits 
•    ctjordan          0 corral                 1109404800 2009-06-20.10:16 & f004.fits 
•    ctjordan          0 corral                 1109404800 2009-06-20.10:17 & f005.fits 
Integrating across  
Supercomputer / Cloud / Grid 
iRODS Data Grid 
iRODS Server 
Software 
iRODS Server 
Software 
iRODS Server 
Software 
Supercomputer 
File System 
Cloud Disk 
Cache Teragrid Node 
Virtual Machine 
Environment 
Parallel 
Application 
Grid 
Services 
OOI / VCL SCEC RENCI 
Tracing the Data Life Cycle 
• Collection Creation using a data grid: 
• Data manipulation / Data ingestion 
• Processing Pipelines: 
• Pipeline processing / Environment administration 
• Data Grid: 
• Policy display / Micro-service display / State information display / 
Replication 
• Digital Library 
• Access / Containers / Metadata browsing / Visualization 
• Preservation Environment 
• Validation / Audit / Federation / Deep Archive / SHAMAN 
Digital Library Challenges 
•  Data driven research generates massive data collections 
•  Data sources are remote and distributed 
•  Collaborators are remote 
•  Wide variety of data types: observational data, experimental 
data, simulation data, real-time data, office products, web 
pages, multi-media 
•  Collections contain millions of files 
•  Logical arrangement is needed for distributed data  
•  Discovery requires the addition of descriptive metadata 
•  Management of petabyte scale collections can be onerous 
•  Automation of administrative functions is essential to minimize 
long-term labor support costs 
•  Creation of representation information for describing file context 
•  Validation of assessment criteria (authenticity, integrity) 
CMAS 4-09        
CMAS 4-09: Support in Providing 
Public Access to CMAQ Modeling 
Output Files Produced by EPA 
Center for Environmental Modeling For Policy Development 
University of North Carolina Institute for the Environment 
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Overview of iRODS Components 
User Interface 
Web or GUI Client to  
Access and Manage  
Data & Metadata 
iRODS Server 
Data on Disk iRODS Rule  
Engine 
Implements  
Policies 
iRODS Metadata 
Catalogue Database 
Tracks State of Data 
iRODS Server 
Data on Disk 
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iRODS Implementation for EPA Data 
•  Web-interface through http://www.cmascenter.org 
•  Java backend (Jargon) that communicates with 
iRODS server at UNC 
•  iRODS server built around an Oracle DB that mounts 
multiple disks on the UNC-ITS computing network 
•  Data access through either the Web or command-line 
“icommands” 
•  Immediately expandable to other iRODS servers 
–  Data distributors can host additional  iRODS servers that can be 
included in our catalogue 
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CMAS iRODS Web Client 
CMAS iRODS Functions 
•  List files by CMAQ file type 
•  Query datasets by keywords 
•  Display metadata 
•  Download metadata 
•  Download files 
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Managing Structured Information 
•  Information exchange between micro-
services 
•  Parameter passing 
•  White board memory structures 
•  High performance message passing (iXMS) 
•  Persistent metadata catalog (iCAT) 
•  Structured Information Resource Drivers 
•  Interact with remote structured information 
resource (HDF5, netCDF, tar file) 
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Manipulating Tar files 
•  Register a Tar file into 
•  /renci/bundle/home/rods/State_Amelia_Earhart.309207608 
•  Then register each contained file into a directory 
•  Can and manipulate view contents of a Tar file 
rods   0 renci-vault1   47552 2009-08-03.14:14 & 00062.pdf 
                                    /vault1/home/rods/State_Amelia_Earhart/00062.pdf     
rods   1 bundleResc    47552 2009-08-03.14:24 & 00062.pdf 
                                               /renci/bundle/home/rods/State_Amelia_Earhart.309207608     
rods   0 renci-vault1   62277 2009-08-03.14:14 & 00063.pdf 
                                               /vault1/home/rods/State_Amelia_Earhart/00063.pdf     
rods   1 bundleResc    62277 2009-08-03.14:24 & 00063.pdf 
                                               /renci/bundle/home/rods/State_Amelia_Earhart.309207608 
RENCI Ortho-photo Collection 
•  Housed on visualization data grid at RENCI 
•  Images are sorted by county within North 
Carolina 
•  Each image has embedded geographic info 
•  Big Board visualization system at RENCI 
•  Image files are pulled from the iRODS data grid 
and displayed 
•  Used to composite images 
•  Scroll across high resolution images 
•  Support shared interactive drawing 
•  Credit Jeff Heard (RENCI) 
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Davis – Modes 
Tracing the Data Life Cycle 
• Collection Creation using a data grid: 
• Data manipulation / Data ingestion 
• Processing Pipelines: 
• Pipeline processing / Environment administration 
• Data Grid: 
• Policy display / Micro-service display / State information display / 
Replication 
• Digital Library 
• Access / Containers / Metadata browsing / Visualization 
• Preservation Environment 
• Validation / Audit / Federation / Deep Archive / SHAMAN 
Perspectives on Preservation (1) 
•  Preservation is the process by which records are 
extracted from their creation environment and 
imported into the preservation environment 
•  This approach focuses on representation information 
for records such as provenance, knowledge 
community, data format, manipulation services 
•  OAIS model 
•  Implication is that the preservation environment 
must:  
•  Manage the names used by the archivist 
•  Maintain the provenance properties of the records 
•  Maintain the order imposed by the archivist 
Perspectives on Preservation (2) 
•  Preservation is communication with the future 
•  We know that we will have more sophisticated 
technology in the future. 
•  We will need to migrate our records from the obsolete 
current technology to the future technology 
•  At the point in time when incorporate new technology, 
both the old and new technology are present 
•  Implication is that management of new technology is an 
interoperability problem 
•  Moore, R., “Building Preservation Environments with 
Data Grid Technology”, American Archivist, vol. 69, no. 1, 
pp. 139-158, July 2006 
Infrastructure Independence
External World 
Perspectives on Preservation (3) 
•  Preservation is the management of 
communication from the past 
•  We cannot make assertions about authenticity, 
integrity, and chain of custody unless we know 
the preservation management policies and 
procedures used by prior archivists 
•  We need representation information about the 
preservation environment itself - available in 
the iRODS Rule-Oriented Data System 
•  Archivist controls the preservation policies and 
procedures 
•  Moore, R., “Towards a Theory of Digital 
Preservation”, IJDC Volume 3, Issue 1, June, 2008. 
Perspectives on Preservation (4) 
•  Preservation is the enforcement of 
preservation policies and procedures, and 
the tracking of the preservation actions that 
have occurred. 
•  Does a metadata standard define the required 
preservation processes? 
•  Do the preservation policies define the required 
preservation metadata (state information)? 
•  Preservation metadata is a consequence of 
the changing preservation management 
policies 
•  Archivist validates the trustworthiness, authenticity, integrity, and 
chain of custody of the records. 
ISO MOIMS 
repository assessment criteria 
•  Are developing 106 rules that implement 
the ISO assessment criteria 
90 Repository has a documented history of the changes to its 
operations, procedures, software, and hardware 
91 Verify descriptive metadata against semantic term 
list 
92 Verify status of metadata catalog backup (create a 
snapshot of metadata catalog) 
93 Verify consistency of preservation metadata after 
hardware change or error 
Audit trails 
•  Audit trails record operations performed 
within the iRODS data grid 
•  Data manipulation 
•  Access control changes 
•  Attempted access 
•  Use EnginFrame portal to: 
•  Parse audit trails 
•  Filter events by date, person, collection, action 
•  Identify records affected by an action 
•  Identify all actions applied to a record 
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Deep Archive 
Z2 Z1Z3
Z2:D2:U2
Register
Z3:D3:U3
Register
Pull Pull
Firewall
Server initiated I/O
Deep
Archive
Staging
Zone Remote Zone
No access by
remote zones,
No deletion,
Versioning
PVN
Shaman 
•  Sustaining Heritage Access through Multivalent ArchiviNg 
•  European Union funded grant 
•  Rob Sanderson 
•  Paul Watry (PI - University of Liverpool) 
•  Ken Arnold (Presenter) 
•  Jerome Fuselier 
•  John Harrison 
•  Fabio Corubolo 
•  Ann Gledson 
•  Wayne Schroeder 
•  Mike Wan 
•  Arcot Rajasekar 
•  Antoine de Torcy 
•  Adil Hasan (Presenter) 
Conceptual Challenges 
•  Guarantee 
–  Future systems and technologies 
–  Running on unknown infrastructures 
–  Can communicate with legacy data and services 
•  Requirements 
–  Petabytes of information 
–  Over a 50-100 year period 
–  Single, generalized conceptual model 
–  Supports documents, media, data, services, provenance, 
and state 
–  Support complexity of information (vs frozen pictures; 
animated content, interaction with person; semantic 
meaning of content) 
–  Not dependent on legacy software or hardware 
Technical Challenges 
•  Storage 
–  Scale 
–  Distribution 
–  Keeping in synch 
–  Different hardware/software platforms 
•  Management 
–  Policy based and flexible 
–  Discoverable 
–  Policies and discovery need to be preserved 
•  Infrastructure 
–  Diverse hardware and software infrastructure 
–  Preservation of software 
–  Migration of hardware 
Need Better Approach 
•  Current approaches to logical conversion (aka 
Migration): 
–  May lose information content 
–  Are not extensible 
–  Do not support scientific data processes 
•  Emulation 
–  Increasingly unsustainable tower of emulators for 
operating systems and applications 
–  Data inaccessible - can’t search! 
SHAMAN Approach 
•  Perpetual Usability 
–  Keep data in original format 
–  Media Engines read and display original data file 
–  Pluggable framework for support of new media 
–  Framework and Engines adapt to new platforms 
–  Preserve the preservation environment 
•  Scalable 
–  Improvements cost nothing to install 
•  Living Documents 
–  Format-independent annotations 
Implementation 
•  SHAMAN preservation environment 
components 
•  Storage 
–  iRODS data grid to manage the data 
•  Management 
–  Cheshire3 information analysis framework 
•  Presentation 
–  Multivalent browser 
Robert Sanderson 
Steps for Preservation 
1.  Pre-ingest 
–  Assemble data and meta-data to preserve 
2.  Ingest into Preservation System 
–  Searchability data extracted 
3.  Discovery 
–  Search interfaces (human and computer) 
4.  Presentation and Annotation 
Pre-Ingest (Step 1) 
•  Production of the objects to be preserved 
–  Created by user (out of scope) 
•  Description of the objects for preservation 
–  Creation of the Submission Information 
Package (SIP)  
–  Contains pointers to the data and all and any 
submitter-created metadata 
Pre-Ingest (implementation) 
•  ORE (Object Reuse and Exchange) 
–  Other implementations, e.g. MS Word 
–  Standard 
•  MS has an implementation of ORE 
•  Multiple academic implementations 
•  DataNet implementations using ORE 
–  Based on web architecture 
•  Anything on the web can be included in ORE 
integration 
•  Supports linked data web 
•  Flexible / RDF based 
Ingest (Step 2) 
•  Submits SIP to the archive 
•  Authentication processes 
•  Authorization policies 
•  Validation policies 
•  Generates preservation metadata 
•  Storage policies 
•  Generate discovery metadata 
Ingest (Implementation) 
•  SWORD (Simple Web Service Offering 
Repository Deposit) 
–  Standard for ingesting data into archive 
•  Web based interface 
–  Under development 
•  iRODS iCommands 
•  Support bulk operations 
Discovery (Step 3) 
•  Scaled 
•  Different data types 
•  Search, rather than known item 
•  Distributed 
•  Preserved 
•  Discovery and analysis processes 
–  Text mining, data mining, advanced 
information retrieval 
Discovery (Implementation) 
•  Uses Cheshire digital library system integrated 
with iRODS 
–  Cheshire processing workflows  
–  Scalability of Cheshire system 
–  Cheshire indexes and software both archived 
•  Discover documents by content and metadata 
–  Automating resource discovery across domains and 
formats 
•  Interfaces generated from Z39.92 (Zeerex 
description of search service) 
Presentation (Step 4) 
•  Requires the ability to present and 
manipulate data with few infrastructure 
dependencies 
•  Annotation 
–  Shared, distributed annotations 
–  Cross-format 
–  Semantically anchored 
•  Reuse (post-dissemination) 
Presentation (Implementation) 
•  Multivalent browser technology 
–  Perfect fidelity as opposed to conversion / migration 
–  Access to all parts of a document (vs. emulation) 
–  Generalizes to any media 
–  Independent of original applications 
–  Independent of operating systems and processor and 
machine class 
–  Adds functionality to the data (via “behaviors”) 
–  Cross-format, distributed annotations 
Presentation:  
Implemented interfaces 
•  Multivalent browser interface 
–  Fab4 implementation 
–  Cross-format annotations, semantically anchored 
•  Web interface to view metadata 
–  Uses XSLT to derive links to preserved documents 
•  iRODS web interface 
–  Policies can be implemented at retrieval time 
Implementation: Policies 
•  Policies are stored in iRODS 
–  So are preserved, and can be ingested in exactly the same 
way as content 
•  We expect most policies to be related to authorization 
and validation 
•  All policies in Cheshire database as RDF / XML 
documents which then get searched by an iRODS rule 
–  Policies consist of links to Cheshire workflows which 
implement the process 
•  All of the iRODS hooks can be used as triggers for 
policies 
–  Allows policies on content, infrastructure, users 
Example Policy 
•  Critical documents must be stored in three 
different geographic locations 
•  Critical geographic location depends upon user 
community 
•  Requires translating required location to iRODS 
logical resource and storing association with 
collection.  
•  Demonstrator adds metadata to resources, 
users, collections, content, etc., using RDF for 
flexibility 
–  Easy to add triples, which is all processed as a graph 
–  Example: Do all of the storage resources have 
different identifiers for the location allocated? 
Difficult to express with XPath - Demonstrator 
expresses this in SPARQL, as an alternative 
System Ingest 
•  Requires policies supporting the information 
stored about infrastructure resources 
–  Includes storage, servers, software 
•  Software needs to be preserved in the 
preservation system 
–  The preservation system needs to preserve itself 
•  Provides infrastructure management as well as 
preservation management  
–  Implemented through linking subversion to iRODS 
Preservation Environment 
•  Any one component can be replaced by 
another without loss of authenticity and 
integrity 
•  Independent of operating systems and processor and 
machine class 
•  Perfect fidelity as opposed to conversion / 
migration 
•  Generalizes to any data 
–  Text documents, scanned paper, images, video, 
audio, CAD 
•  Independent of original applications 
–  No technical dependencies, no licensing 
Resource Monitoring 
Towards a Unified Data Space 
•  Sharing data across space  
•  Organize data as a collection 
•  Define unifying properties for the collection 
•  Sharing data across time  
•  Preservation is communication with the future 
•  Preservation validates communication from the past 
•  Managing Data life-cycle  
•  Evolution of the policies that govern a data collection 
at each stage of the life cycle  
•  From data creation, to collection, to publication, to 
reference collection, to analysis pipeline 
Intellectual Property 
•  Given generic infrastructure, intellectual 
property resides in the policies and 
procedures that manage the collection 
•  Consistency of the policies 
•  Capabilities of the procedures 
•  Automation of internal policy assessment 
•  Validation of desired collection properties 
•  Automation of administrative tasks 
•  Interacting with Sun PASIG, HP, IBM, 
MicroSoft on commercial application of 
open source technology. 
Societal Impact 
•  Many communities are assembling 
digital holdings that represent an 
emerging consensus: 
•  Common meaning associated with the data 
•  Common interpretation of the data 
•  Common data manipulation mechanisms 
•  The development of a consensus is 
described as 
•  Socialization of Collections 
•  An example is Trans-border Urban Planning  
Socialization of Collections 
Research Coordination 
•  iRODS Development 
•  NSF SDCI - supports development of core iRODS data grid 
infrastructure 
•  iRODS Applications 
•  NSF NARA - supports application of data grids to preservation 
environments  
•  NSF OOI - future integration of data grids with real-time 
sensor data streams and grid computing 
•  NSF TDLC - production TDLC data grid and extension to 
remaining 5 Science of Learning Centers 
•  NSF SCEC - current production environment 
•  NSF Teragrid - production environment 
•  iRODS collaborations 
•  Exchange of open-source technology with projects in the UK, 
France, Taiwan, Australia 
Funding 
•  First generation data grid - Storage Resource Broker (SRB) 
•  DARPA Massive Data Analysis System (1996) 
•  DARPA/USPTO Distributed Object Computation Testbed (1998) 
•  NARA Persistent Archive (1999) 
•  Application driven development (2000-2005) 
•  Second generation data grid - iRODS 
•  NSF ITR 0427196, “Constraint-based Knowledge Systems for Grids, 
Digital Libraries, and Persistent Archives” (2004) 
•  NARA supplement to NSF SCI 0438741, “Cyberinfrastructure; From 
Vision to Reality” - “Transcontinental Persistent Archive 
Prototype” (TPAP) (2005) 
•  NSF SDCI 0721400, "SDCI Data Improvement:  Data Grids for 
Community Driven Applications” (2007) 
•  NARA/NSF OCI 0848296, “NARA Transcontinental Persistent Archive 
Prototype” (2008) 
SRB and iRODS Applications 
•  Data analysis pipelines 
•  Ocean Observatories Initiative 
•  NSF Real time Observation and Application Development 
Network - ROADNET 
•  Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (150 petabytes) 
•  NSF MotifNetwork  
•  Data grid for sharing data 
•  NASA Information Power Grid 
•  NIH BIRN Biomedical Informatics Research Network  
•  DoE BaBar high energy physics data grid 
•  NIH Biomedical Informatics Research Network 
•  NSF SEEK Science Environment for Ecological Knowledge NSF Teragrid 
•  NSF Temporal Dynamics of Learning Center 
•  NSF CADAC Computational Astrophysics Data Analysis Center  
•  RENCI data grid 
•  Australian Research Collaboration Service 
Scientist A 
Adds data to 
Shared Collection 
Scientists can use iRODS as a “data grid” to share multiple types of data, near  
and far. iRODS Rules also enforce and audit human subjects access restrictions.   
Temporal Dynamics of Learning Center 
Brain Data 
Server, CA 
iRODS 
Metadata 
Catalog 
iRODS Data System 
Audio Data 
Server, NJ 
Video Data 
Server, TN 
Scientist B 
Accesses and 
analyzes shared 
Data 
ARCS Data Fabric 
